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Abstract: Gamification involves integrating game mechanics into non-game environments such as business intranets, online communities, websites, and learning management systems to boost participation. Its aim is to actively engage employees, customers, and other stakeholders, fostering collaboration, sharing, and interaction. Gamification is a relatively unfamiliar term in Slovenia. The objective of this study is to investigate the influence of gamification on Slovenian consumers, specifically how it affects the online shopping process and user engagement during purchases. To test the hypotheses, we used appropriate statistical tools: chi-square, Friedman, and Wilcoxon tests. The findings indicate that gamification’s strongest influence is not on the post-purchase evaluation phase but rather on the alternative evaluation phase. It is interesting that highly rated reviewers significantly influence product purchases in online stores, while consumers are unwilling to increase their spending on online purchases in exchange for gamification-related benefits.
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1. Introduction

Gamification is the process of integrating game mechanics and design techniques into non-game contexts to engage users and solve problems. It involves applying elements of game playing, such as competition, point scoring, rules of play, and rewards, to non-game activities with the aim of encouraging participation, engagement, and loyalty (Robson et al. 2015). Gamification has been applied in various fields, including education, business, health, and marketing, to drive user engagement, encourage desired behaviours, and achieve specific goals (Bitrián et al. 2021). It taps into human psychology, leveraging our natural inclination towards competition, achievement, and socialisation to influence behaviour and promote engagement (Alsawaier 2018). In this paper, we address the field of online shopping and gamification as tools that change the ways of shopping. The introduction presents the theoretical background, purpose, and objectives of the study.

Globalisation and geopolitics have led to online shopping becoming essential for consumers in times of crisis. It took a long time before online shopping became popular. According to Forbes’ data (Forbes 2020), by 2019, 81% of American consumers had never opted to purchase groceries online. However, the onset of the coronavirus pandemic changed shopping habits. In 2020, 79 percent of American consumers purchased groceries online. In a survey conducted by Mastercard (n.d.) during the COVID-19 epidemic, it was found that three-quarters of Slovenian consumers engage in online shopping practices. Humans are beings that adapt, which is why different situations drive them to change habits (Dispenza 2013). Likewise, merchants and service companies were forced to adapt their operations during times of crisis and find ways to provide consumers with what they needed. In 2020 and 2021, merchants did not have many opportunities to welcome their customers (Valaskova et al. 2021) The convenience of online shopping is becoming a trend,
especially for Generation Y consumers. The prevalence of online shopping has raised the interest of retailers who have focused on this area (Lim et al. 2016).

As online commerce rapidly evolves, user demands and expectations for innovations are continuously increasing (Richey et al. 2023). Merchants have, therefore, come up with the idea of using gamification. Gamification refers to a new way of motivating knowledge acquisition based on motivational factors rooted in gaming mechanics (Bergant 2011). In fact, the goal of gamification is to keep the user engaged. Providers achieve this by designing a system based on achievements, auctions, and gaming mechanics such as competitions, points, badges, and leaderboards (García-Jurado et al. 2021). All of this increasingly leads to the blending of real life with the virtual, which can be dangerous for some individuals, as it can lead to addiction. Some features of gamification create sensations similar to the gaming environment found in gambling casinos, which can lead users into addiction (Andrade et al. 2016).

In China, the mentioned integration of virtual and real economies is already happening on a large scale. Chinese entrepreneur Lee (2018) calls this integration “online merges with offline” or OMO; he alludes to consumers who are always online. According to Lee (2018), there are four factors enabling OMO: the use of smartphones, card payments, sensory technology, and artificial intelligence. Or, as Eminence (2022) points out, the metaverse will create new digital experiences similar to real ones and bridge the gap between the lack of sensory experiences in online shopping and the real experiences in physical stores. The metaverse has emerged as a key destination for gamified brand initiatives, leveraging reward structures, motivational gameplay, and community engagement features.

The purpose of the paper is to explore the impact of gamification on the Slovenian consumer or how it shapes the process of online shopping and the user’s engagement in the purchase. The research objectives are as follows: to examine and define the factors of gamification; to present the involvement of gamification in online commerce and the ethical use of gamification; to explore the habits of Slovenian consumers in online shopping; to analyse the impact of gamification on online shopping by Slovenian consumers; to analyse the future of online shopping and gamification; and to provide recommendations for further development and business practices based on the research results.

2. Online Shopping

Slovens enjoy shopping. Both history and the present attest to this. Traces of trade and trade routes have been preserved in the Ljubljana area throughout history. Trade was among the important industries that sustained the city: in 1561, citizens were granted the right to collect tolls on all goods destined for Ljubljana (Počivavšek 2012). Today, things are no different, as Slovenians are known to have 373 square meters of shopping space in shopping centres per thousand inhabitants, considerably above the European average compared to other EU member states (Bizovičar 2012). However, in the third decade of the 21st century, things are increasingly shifting from physical shopping centres to virtual shopping. According to the Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia (2021), in the first quarter of 2021, 59% of Slovenians aged 16 to 74 shopped online. Most of these individuals, e-buyers, made one to two online purchases. In the following, we will explain important points related to online shopping.

Online shopping is the act of purchasing products or services over the internet (Khan et al. 2023). Using the internet for shopping is not a one-time decision. Online consumers use the internet because of its power as a means of seeking information, although online searching may not necessarily lead to online purchasing (Liu and Forsythe 2010). For the consumer, this means landing on the seller’s website, selecting the product, and choosing the delivery method. The consumer will pay for the goods either online with a credit card or upon receipt of the product. This also allows the consumer to not buy the product immediately, as they can explore the market and compare prices from different providers (Market Business News 2024).
The process of online shopping is actually quite similar to traditional shopping. It begins when the consumer feels the need. The entire shopping process consists of five steps, which are (Chen and Chang 2003) problem recognition (awareness), information search (research), alternatives evaluation (consideration), purchase decision (conversion), and post-purchase evaluation (re-purchase).

Problem recognition is the first phase triggered in the consumer due to the difference between the actual state and the consumer’s desire (Mason et al. 2020). There are internal and external stimuli that trigger the need in the consumer. Internal stimuli are all physical stimuli felt by the person, such as hunger, thirst, etc. External stimuli include factors such as advertisements that prompt the consumer to feel the need (Kimiagari and Malafe 2021).

Once the consumer recognises and defines the need, they begin researching products and services that could satisfy that need. This marks the second step of shopping. The internet allows for a wealth of information and options, enabling the consumer to become a real “detective” and explore all market possibilities (Pfeiffer et al. 2020).

The third step is called the evaluation of alternatives; it allows the consumer to review solutions and assists him in purchasing decisions. This step occurs when the consumer gathers enough information and reaches a conclusion. Alternatives consist of options available to the consumer and are evaluated based on benefits and potential losses (loss of time, energy) in making the purchase decision (Barta et al. 2023). Today, evaluating alternatives is much easier than in the past, as we do not physically need to leave the comfort of our own homes. Consumers have access to various mobile applications, the World Wide Web, and artificial intelligence, enabling them to efficiently and thoroughly research (Meta 2021).

The next step may be the most important, as it involves the purchase decision. The consumer finds the desired product or service and completes the transaction or purchase. There are various factors influencing purchasing decisions (Petcharat and Leelasantitham 2021): cultural (culture, subculture, values, fashion, global trends), socio-economic (social class, income, education, occupation, reference groups, family role), psychological (motives, perception, learning, attitudes, personality), personal (age, gender, status, life cycle, lifestyle, self-image), situational (mood, circumstances). In summary, socio-technological factors such as social media platforms or influencers are becoming increasingly prominent today, influencing consumer purchasing decisions more frequently due to their social component.

In online shopping, the purchasing decision appears as follows: The consumer selects products and adds them to the virtual cart in the online store. Once convinced that all desired products have been selected, they proceed to the online checkout, where they choose the payment option and delivery method, enter their personal information, and place the order. For the consumer, the most important aspect is ensuring the security of the purchase. Purchase security and fast delivery can convince the consumer to make another online purchase, as they have had a positive user experience (Duh 2014).

The fifth and final phase is extremely important. It involves the post-purchase behaviour of consumers. This behaviour represents the culmination where the consumer can have a positive or negative user experience. This means that the consumer is satisfied or dissatisfied, which can lead to repeat purchases or changes in purchasing choices (Liu et al. 2020).

The purpose of repeat purchases relates to the willingness of customers to buy certain products or services again in the future. Retaining existing customers is also much more economical for a company compared to acquiring new customers (Wu and Chang 2007). When a consumer has the intention of a repeat purchase, there is a high probability that they will actually repeat the purchase of the product. Therefore, companies must establish foundations that ensure long-term consumer demand (Choi et al. 2019).

Li et al.’s (2024) research on online reviews reveals that during the initial non-compensatory stage, consumers establish their initial satisfaction level by evaluating the performance of fundamental attributes. When these attributes perform poorly, user satisfaction is
unlikely. In the compensatory stage, the combined performance of the remaining attributes influences overall satisfaction through user utility calculation.

Traditional shopping, or so-called “offline” shopping, has existed since the dawn of humanity. Such shopping implies that consumers have the opportunity to physically inspect products on offer. Therefore, for some consumers, traditional shopping is preferable compared to online shopping, as it allows them, for example, to try and experience the product (Kaur and Kaur 2018).

Traditional shopping also offers customers various benefits and an excellent user experience. Characteristics of traditional shopping (Bagla 2017) are Authenticity, Time consumption, On-the-spot adaptability, and Negotiation. But as already discussed, online shopping has become the driving force of commerce in recent years. Evidence of this is the increasing number of retailers deciding to offer their services in the virtual environment. Therefore, let us try to take a closer look at trends in the world of online consumerism.

2.1. Online Shopping Communities and Their Personas

Consumers and the communities they form are extremely important factors for companies engaged in online sales. Traditionally, online shopping was determined to be a solitary activity. Advances in the technological industry have changed the ways of shopping, exploring, comparing, communicating, and providing opinions on online platforms (Xu and Lee 2020). Such development has enabled more diverse interactions and collaborations among consumers on shopping platforms. There are two leading social shopping platforms identified in research: social networks with shopping characteristics that include advertising or online transactions and online stores containing social features that enable various types of communication among consumers (Chang et al. 2015). Social and technological factors enabled by online shopping platforms have allowed consumers to spontaneously create large social communities where they communicate and exchange information, knowledge, and experiences about products and tested services. Examples of such online communities include various retail communities (e.g., Best Buy Community Forum), deal-sharing communities (e.g., Slickdeals), online review forums (e.g., Laptop Mag), and shopping groups on social networks (e.g., Facebook groups) (Xu and Lee 2020).

In comparison to traditional online communities, participation in online shopping communities depends on the flow of information that consumers obtain from other members and their mutual interaction and exchange of information (Chen and Li 2020). Consumers have their own needs or interests that they want to satisfy through the use of online shopping communities. Some want to obtain information about promotional offers or budget-friendly purchases quickly, while others want to acquire and provide opinions about products on the market. Others simply enjoy being part of a larger community with which they can share similar opinions and experiences (Yang 2019). What makes online shopping communities so different?

2.1.1. Online Shopping Communities

Online shopping communities are defined by Pentina et al. (2008), who state that these are types of social formations online that harness the power of technology to connect individuals by providing social interaction without limitations, as individuals can form relationships and communicate without geographical or time constraints.

With the migration of many shopping services from the real world to the virtual or online environment, online shopping began to evolve from a service that was essentially just a transactional exchange into an exchange based on social relationships (Xu and Lee 2020). Technological advancement has transformed the activity of online shopping from solitary to a social activity that satisfies the inherent human need for socialisation. Much effort has been put into creating a social experience that mimics traditional shopping, where consumers partially replace shopping with recreational activity and consequently create new social relationships (Anderson et al. 2013). Online retailers and various social media platforms have also recognised the benefits of online shopping communities, as
they provide them with customer feedback, access to information for market research, and spontaneous reinforcement of brand loyalty (Xu and Lee 2020).

Shopping is becoming an interpersonal, social, and collaborative activity, where individuals exhibit different behavioural patterns and social needs. Therefore, for a better understanding of personal and social interactions in increasingly larger social communities, it is important to understand and define consumer personas online (Xu and Lee 2020).

2.1.2. Persona

The term “persona” was originally used to describe the protagonist in theatre and to clearly define the stereotypical characteristics of dramatic characters. The term was then introduced into the field of analytical psychology to describe the human personality and provide a clearer definition of behavioural patterns. Personas have been introduced into numerous disciplines, such as rhetoric, psychology, communication, and marketing (Stern 1994).

In the field of marketing and shopping, both traditional and online, the concept of “personas” is used as a technique to determine consumer characteristics. Analysing personas helps merchants establish an online platform tailored to consumer characteristics, thus engaging them much more in platform usage (Johansson and Messeter 2005).

As consumers, individuals are complex and inconsistent in their desires, while the personas of these consumers are very well defined, and their desires are crystal clear. Therefore, the use of personas is much more desirable as the starting point for designing online platforms, as it enables designers and marketers to define a clear goal they want to achieve (Johansson and Messeter 2005).

A Xu et al. (2023) study recognised three different groups in online shopping platforms: “no novelty” users, “no playfulness” users, and “no connective” users. Xu and Lee (2020) conducted a study to analyse and determine the most common personas based on the studies they reviewed. They concluded that there are four main personas, and consumers can transition from one persona to another depending on their needs. Each persona represents a broader group of target consumers who share similar behavioural characteristics. Below, we describe each of the four personas identified by Xu and Lee (2020) in their research: Opportunist, Cooperant, Explorer, and Follower.

3. Gamification

Digital games have accelerated the onset of gamification. Experts who grew up in the popular culture of video games, gaming consoles, and multiplayer online games used for entertainment found it only logical to employ game elements for education, professional training, and new ways of selling or marketing (Markopoulos et al. 2015; Oluwajana et al. 2019). Gamification has been increasingly recognised in recent years as something significant, especially in the field of e-commerce and customised user services incorporating game elements (Huotari and Hamari 2017). Although the concept may seem new, the term “gamification” appeared on various online blogs between 2002 and 2008, where bloggers discussed their thoughts on gamification, citing the basic idea of adopting game mechanics and applying them to other online features to enhance engagement (Botra et al. 2014).

Hulsey (2019) offers an examination of the ontological standpoint of gamification concerning games, particularly emphasising critical studies. Gamification is a concept where many authors overlap, oppose, or run parallel to each other. Deterding et al. (2011) state that gamification is a phenomenon that separates previously undefined factors such as gamefulness, gameful interaction, and gameful design from previously much more established factors such as playfulness, playful interaction, and design for playfulness. Therefore, Deterding et al. (2011) define gamification as the use of game design elements in a non-game context, while Zichermann and Linder (2010) defined the concept of gamification as a process or way of thinking used in games to encourage audiences or users to solve specific problems. However, the authors focus on gamification as a concept of thinking in games, which does not encompass the entire definition of gamification.
For a better understanding of the definition of gamification, Huotari and Hamari (2017) suggest understanding three concepts: service, service system, and service bundle. They define the term “service” as a set of skills and intentional actions that help a particular subject. A service system refers to a complex set of services related to the allocation of resources (including people, technology, information, etc.) connected to other systems to create specific value. The third term, service bundle, relates to managing related services or service systems. Huotari and Hamari (2017) formulate the definition of gamification based on these concepts, believing that gamification is a process that enhances the service by using the gaming experience and creates a powerful user experience.

3.1. Factors Forming Gamification

Below, we describe four factors that constitute the concept of gamification according to Deterding et al. (2011). The first factor of gamification, which is also most easily associated with gamification, is the game itself. Gamification inherently relates to games and not to playfulness. In the English language, we can distinguish between two terms, namely “game” and “play”. The term “play” denotes a category that includes the meaning of the word “game” but differs somewhat from the emphasised term. The authors cited a study on games conducted by Caillois (2001), summarising and defining the origin of the mentioned terms. Both words stem from Latin, namely from two words: paida and ludus. Paida denotes the word “playing” and refers to a freer, improvisational, and creative form of behaviour. On the other hand, ludus refers to the more familiar playing of games and denotes controlled play or play prescribed by rules that allow competitive competition. Such a definition is also supported by classical definitions of the term “game” (Deterding et al. 2011).

The second important factor is elements. While so-called “serious games” describe designs aimed at solving problems in training, research, and advertising, gamified applications include only game elements that can be called “atoms” of games. Deterding et al. (2011) believe that the boundaries between the game and game elements are often undefined. They illustrate the undefined boundary with a practical example, such as “Forsquare.” Playing the “Forsquare” game in a group depends on concentration, perception, and performance. Implementing an informal rule or common goal among a group of consumers changes a gamified application into a complete game. When comparing the characteristics of gamified applications with games, these features are short-lived, variable experiences and representations among playful modes. Therefore, one may question which element even belongs to the genre of game elements (Deterding et al. 2011).

The third factor is design. As mentioned, “gamified” applications are not the only examples where game elements have been reused. In the field of human–computer interaction, there is a long tradition of using game controllers as input devices for other purposes. Graphics engines and proprietary video game tools are also regularly used for purposes unrelated to entertainment (from scientific visualisations and 3D environments to amateur art). Deterding et al. (2011) found that game design elements are defined at five different levels, from concrete to abstract: adapter design patterns, game design patterns or game mechanics, design principles or science of methods, design of game design models, and methods of modelling games or processes. From the designer’s perspective, gamified applications are designed to contain game elements rather than represent entire games (Deterding et al. 2011).

The last factor is the non-game context. Similar to so-called “serious games”, gamification also uses game components for purposes other than their usual expected use. The current use of components is a category conditioned culturally, historically, and socially. It is very reasonable to assume that entertainment is currently the main goal of games. The enjoyment of playing games, involvement or engagement, and improvement of the user experience are currently the predominant reasons for using gamification. The finding presented by Deterding et al. (2011) is that gamification is not particularly limited to usage circumstances, scenarios, or purposes. It is important to consider various usage options and
define possible subcategories. They can be defined as training games, health improvement games, games aimed at improving athletic performance, and similar.

3.2. Emergence of Motivation through Gamification

Observing players engaged in video games makes it clear that motivation and emotional involvement during gameplay are very strong. The fundamental idea of gamification is to use the factors of motivation and emotional involvement caused by games to enable consumers to more easily achieve their goals. Through the use of game mechanics, gamification allows the development of an environment in which a person is motivated to achieve goals in various fields, thereby contributing to awareness of the environment, healthy lifestyles, or the development of new learning techniques for students or employees at work (Sailer et al. 2013). Xu et al. (2023) argue that apart from social connectiveness, rewardability, playfulness, and novelty, different consumer groups exert significant effects on the immersive experience.

Alsawaier (2018) defines motivation and engagement as two closely related concepts often mentioned in internal motivation and cognitive engagement. However, motivation and engagement are not the same. The presence of motivation does not necessarily dictate the presence of engagement, and vice versa. Alsawaier (2018) states that motivation is a psychological factor that stimulates decision-making in people based on internal or external motivators. Similarly, he believes that engagement is a kind of “energy” that encompasses internal mental processes that contribute to emotional and cognitive task performance. The concepts of motivation and engagement are closely intertwined and influence individuals’ behaviours.

Nicholson (2015) suggests that it is important to create a challenge—fully or partially—in the design of gamified tasks, such as online shopping, that is appropriate to the level of targeted consumers’ goals to maintain their emotional engagement. A challenge that is too complex can, conversely, affect engagement and cause anxiety or frustration, leading to a loss of interest. Malone (1980) believes that a challenge that is too complex, resulting in failure in the game, can harm a person’s self-esteem and consequently cause a lack of interest. Nicholson (2015) has divided engagement within gamification into two categories. In the first category, he defined it as engagement in the form of interaction, cooperation, and altruism among players. In the second, it is engagement among consumers, which is achieved through the use of game mechanics.

For many individuals, the enjoyable aspect of the gamified environment is problem-solving and overcoming challenges, as it indicates that they are using critical thinking skills. “Desirable difficulties”, as referred to by Yue et al. (2013), are important in the process of motivation and learning as they enable individuals to actively tackle challenges. When users strive to overcome these challenges to the best of their abilities and are aware of them, attention and intensive cognitive efforts lead to deeper understanding. Hess and Saxberg (2013) believe that the fun element in the gaming environment originates from tasks that are challenging yet achievable for goal attainment. The goals of each motivational action of a person are objects and actions with which we balance or satisfy needs (Musek and Pevčjak 2001). All motivational goals have a value that is dual, representing positive or negative value. Positive goals are recognised as rewards, while negative ones are seen as punishments. For a deeper understanding of motivation and a precise definition of motivational elements derived from game mechanics, motivational elements are divided into internal and external (Bergant 2011).

3.3. Game Mechanics in Gamification

Hess and Saxberg (2013) believe that the fun element in a gaming environment stems from tasks that are challenging yet achievable for reaching goals. Musek and Pevčjak (2001) state that the goals of every human motivational action are objects and actions with which we balance or satisfy needs. In this subsection, we present these fun elements that create an
environment where tasks are fun and challenging yet achievable. We also describe game mechanics and dynamics.

Game mechanics and dynamics are two closely related concepts that share similar characteristics. They are the ones that create the purpose of a specific action, such as online shopping or gaming. Although these terms are closely related and used interchangeably, they are actually unique components that work in mutual complementarity (Gamify n.d.). Game mechanics are various actions, behaviours, and control mechanisms used to gamify activities; when combined, they create an attractive and engaging user experience. Game mechanics refer to the tools, techniques, and aids that are building blocks of the game (Suh et al. 2015). Game dynamics, on the other hand, refer to the course of the game and interactions with consumers; dynamics determine what each player does in response to game mechanics. Elements of game dynamics evoke various emotional responses from individuals, such as increasing tension, excitement, disappointment, or relaxation (Suh et al. 2015).

The mechanics of a gamified environment consist of a series of tools that, when used correctly, promise a significant response from players, such as points, leaderboards, experiences and progress bars, badges, and virtual goods.

3.4. The Dark Side of Gamification

It has been found that society is susceptible to addiction when a new substance or behavioural activity is introduced into the community. For example, the introduction of alcohol into indigenous cultures previously not exposed to this substance shows a higher prevalence of addiction to this substance compared to those in established societies (Rose and Dhandayudham 2014). Younger British generations are increasingly moving away from alcohol and striving for zero tolerance for substances such as alcohol (The Guardian 2022). However, individuals remain increasingly caught up in addictions associated with the internet, such as online shopping, gaming, social media use, and the like (Jiang et al. 2015).

Andrade et al. (2016) touched on the use of gamification in the school environment. The authors believe that the goal of gamification is to keep individuals in a state of flow. The state of flow refers to a state of high concentration where an individual is so focused on something that they lose track of space and time. Developers of online stores, learning platforms, and video games aim to create an optimal environment for developing this state in individuals. Many advocates of gamification want to introduce its elements into online classrooms. On the other hand, such an idea is controversial because such immersion increasingly links to the creation of addiction (Andrade et al. 2016). Sun et al. (2015) conducted a study on 247 users, proving that gamification elements in mobile games and applications create a state of excitement or obsession, which consequently leads to addiction in individuals. Mobile application developers implement elements like leaderboards and sharing best results with other users in their designs. Implementing these elements affects individuals in such a way that they feel the need to share their achievements with others and thus prove their social status.

Developer and gamification critic Ian Bogost (2013) also believes that the dark side of gamification exists. He disagrees with the term gamification and suggests renaming it to exploitation-ware. The meaning of the word refers to software that exploits the individual. The author believes that the essence of gamification is replacing real incentives with virtual ones. Real incentives have a transactional motive, where a real value is created for all individuals or participants based on a relationship of trust. Bogost (2013) also argues that virtual incentives offered by gamification enable transactions without investment, which subsequently lose value and trust. His opinion is based on the idea that when companies begin to create real motivation for their employees and users to achieve personal or organisational goals, they also create functional relationships because it is clearly defined how participants will behave toward each other in their relationship. He also believes that trust develops among participants from these relationships. Gamification replaces these relationships with dysfunctional relationship substitutes. Similar to Bogost’s
initial assertion that gamification is “bullshit”, academics have argued that gamification represents a “colonizing attempt” (Aarseth 2001) and a loss of the purity of play in favour of “playbor” (Rey 2014).

3.5. Ethical Use of Gamification

We live in a world where profit and numbers matter. Today, companies strive to maximise profit in every possible way. Some even employ Machiavellian principles, where the end justifies the means. However, too often, it is the consumers who end up being harmed, having used the product or service, so it is extremely important for companies to use gamification ethically. Gamification is a tool that can help individuals overcome boredom or, conversely, lead them to become addicted. Gamification is a powerful tool that can influence individuals at a deep psychological level. There is a threat that it might be intentionally used to deceive individuals who may not immediately detect it and protect themselves from wrongful actions, sparking discussions that often focus on ethical questions and the permissible techniques of manipulation in designing gamification systems (Kim and Werbach 2016).

Thorpe and Roper (2019) state that strategically and organisationally, so-called good gamification is “successful” gamification. The company designs an engaging experience to achieve intended behavioural outcomes. In marketing, a good outcome typically refers to economic benefits for the company—e.g., targeted users buying more of the company’s products or services. Although individuals are aware of their participation, the gamification process still involves many covert activities. For example, individuals may not realise that the experience’s features are designed to influence behaviour. These influences are actually most effective when they are as subtle and covert as possible. Additionally, companies may actively conceal anticipated outcomes from users.

Well-designed gamification has something that initially captures the attention of the target audience and then maintains it, at least for a short time. While playing, consumers become closer to the company and associate their enjoyment with its products or services. Ethical use seems irrelevant (Thorpe and Roper 2019). Various disciplines find that play is deeply rooted in the psychology and mentality of “living beings”. Deterding et al. (2011) say that play is even older than culture. Psychologists explore our natural inclination to play and its contribution to human development. Gamification designers seek to exploit this psychosocial appeal. Play and games as part of a designed experience can evoke emotions such as joy, surprise, pride, and so forth, thereby sustaining engagement. Once again, ethical use seems inconsequential (Thorpe and Roper 2019).

As mentioned, gamification is a technique that maintains user engagement, consequently altering behaviour. Kim and Werbach (Kim and Werbach 2016) state that it can, therefore, be accused of manipulation. Marczewski (n.d.) believes that gamification is like a hammer that can be used to destroy things or to build progress. Koleva (2020) believes that protecting individuals from gamification that causes harm to society (dehumanisation, creating harmful habits, changing values, etc.) can be achieved by introducing ethical principles since gamification is a powerful tool that can, if not conditionally restricted and controlled, cause serious long-term disruptions to morality and changes in social values. Partial restrictions of a general nature can also be introduced (to avoid violating basic moral principles, to avoid pressuring individuals, to avoid exploiting individuals, to avoid instilling fear, and so forth). In the case of the localisation or implementation of a specific project, the relevant legislation must be strictly adhered to.

It is clear that in the future, gamification will continue to advance, so it is important to be attentive to factors that are unethical and harmful to individuals. We are entering a world of virtual reality and advanced communication technology, which is likely to bring new types of gamifications and online shopping.
4. The Future of Shopping

We are stepping into a new future called digitisation. This enables the development of and a bright future for online shopping, as it will facilitate the growth of online services and provide the necessary infrastructure. This story is not fiction but reality as countries increasingly strive for digital development. Evidence of this is the strategy set by Slovenia. On the website of the Ministry of Economic Development and Technology of the Republic of Slovenia (2022), we can read about the strategy covering the period from 2021 to 2030. During this time, the goal is to rank among the top five countries in the use of advanced digital technologies according to the Digital Economy and Society Index in the first two years and among the top three countries by the end of the strategic period. The strategy was prepared with the initial processes of informatisation, digitisation, and the European Union’s single digital market. The strategy emphasises advanced digital technologies, including big data processing, the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, data chaining technology, high-performance computing, quantum computing, and 5G technologies (Ministry of Economic Development and Technology of the Republic of Slovenia 2022).

The world is rapidly evolving and shaping, and with it, the ways and possibilities of shopping are also developing. In the search for new ways to boost shopping, the industry has started leaning towards emerging technologies, such as virtual reality and the Internet of Things. In the last decade, many consumers have shifted to online platforms (Acowebs 2022). Levy-Ron (2022) describes shopping in 2030 differently than we can imagine it today. The author believes that shopping will involve the use of interactive technology, enabling an unimaginable level of personalisation and, consequently, effectively erasing the boundaries between digital and physical shopping. E-commerce will be integrated into all aspects of consumers’ online lives, from using online platforms like Netflix to video games, virtual worlds, and, of course, social media. Levy-Ron (2022) mentions elements of shopping that can be expected in the future: Instant Shopping, Personalisation, Supply Chain and Logistics Agility, and Sustainability.

4.1. Shopping in Virtual Reality

Virtual reality is in a phase of rapid development and gradual integration into people’s everyday lives. Twenty years ago, few would have imagined that virtual reality would be so close to everyday use today. Today, virtual reality is considered one of the technological megatrends driving the digitalisation of all aspects of human life (Meta 2021). Xi and Hamari (2021) state that the global virtual reality market was valued at $3.13 billion in 2017 and is projected to reach $49.7 billion by 2023. Virtual reality technology is being used in various fields, such as entertainment, advertising, product design, construction, and tourism. One of the most promising areas of virtual reality usage in a business context is in shopping and retail. Retail giants like Amazon (virtual reality kiosks), Alibaba (the Buy+ mobile VR platform), eBay (VR Department Store app), and IKEA (virtual reality kitchen showroom) are striving to incorporate virtual reality into their e-commerce services and reshape the future of the shopping ecosystem. With the help of virtual reality technology such as head-mounted displays, haptic devices, body-tracking sensors, motion-tracking controllers, 360-degree treadmills (enabling unrestricted movement in space), and other innovative wearable devices, the vision of shopping in the future is being realised.

4.2. The Metaverse

The metaverse is a concept that has rapidly captured the entire planet and denotes the fusion of humans and technology in a virtual world (Meta 2021). The term “Metaverse” is a fusion of “meta”, signifying transcendence, virtuality, or abstraction, and “universe”, denoting the world or cosmos (Lee and Kim 2022). The metaverse represents a realm where individuals, embodied as programmable avatars, engage with both each other and software agents within a three-dimensional virtual environment that mirrors elements of the physical world (Fang et al. 2022). In relation to shopping, it is extremely important, as it could revolutionise retail.
According to Acowebs (2022), many retail companies are trying to invest in the concept of the metaverse because they believe it will provide consumers with a unique shopping experience. With the help of artificial intelligence and algorithms, companies will track individual preferences and choices, thus enabling more personalised purchases. Many believe that shopping will also change in terms of payment methods. Much involvement in the operational processes is expected from blockchain technology. Shopping in the metaverse is expected to be done through avatars representing consumers in the virtual world. Digital avatars can be designed in any way to resemble their owners, whether in clothing, hairstyles, or other characteristics. Digital avatars open up possibilities for many companies in digital fashion. Avatars are expected to reflect personality and represent individuals in the virtual world. All of this is expected to be done with digital avatars in the virtual world and virtual shopping centres, which are projected to have an unimaginable number of floors and hundreds of millions of square meters of shopping space.

Kestenbaum (2022) argues that until technology improves, the metaverse will remain mostly talk. For the metaverse to become influential, it needs hardware that is less burdensome to wear and cheaper than current models. It also needs software capable of conveying consumers’ facial expressions into the virtual world for more realistic communication. Kestenbaum also believes these are currently massive hurdles that investments and research can overcome. But no one can accurately predict when this will happen (Kestenbaum 2022).

4.3. Challenges and Benefits of the Use of Gamification

There are also potential challenges and limitations associated with the adoption of new technologies. A critical analysis of factors is needed, which could lead to consumer adoption barriers (e.g., unsatisfactory protection of confidentiality), technological limitations (balancing fun and functionality; integrating with existing systems), and ethical concerns (e.g., retailers do not disclose their primary goals; lack of transparency; moral validity of gamification; manipulation).

In order to provide a balanced perspective on the use of gamification, it is correct to say that if gamification is used in an ethical manner, it can benefit both the provider and the user. By injecting enjoyment and interactivity into the purchasing journey, businesses can motivate customers to make additional purchases and boost their overall expenditure. Furthermore, gamification serves as a tool to foster repeat purchases, a crucial factor in sustaining long-term growth and revenue. It is equally crucial to heed feedback from both users and your intended audience, making adjustments and updates as needed. If gamification programs are not aligned with the business and company values, they risk becoming counterproductive. Primarily, the various gamification strategies must be pertinent and in harmony with the content being presented.

Sephora stands out as a prominent example of a company leveraging gamification. Among their successful gamification initiatives is “Beauty Uncomplicated”, featuring a three-step questionnaire designed to assist customers in discovering the perfect tools and makeup products.

Also, IKEA employs VR gamification to revolutionise the online shopping experience and enhance its training and onboarding procedures. Introducing an immersive VR platform, the company enables customers to preview various styles, colours, and materials of furniture pieces before making a purchase.

5. Materials and Methods

We examined the influence of “game” elements on the purchasing decisions of Slovenian consumers. The results are presented through interpretation and tables. We were interested in whether the elements of “gamification” have different effects on the steps of purchasing decisions. Based on theoretical foundations, we formulated the following hypotheses:
Shang and Lin (2013) argue that airlines, hotel chains, and many retailers design various loyalty programs to retain and incentivise customers. According to them, companies should understand the value of adding game elements at each customer encounter. For example, Foursquare offers a loyalty program as a reward level and uses gamification elements such as points, badges, levels, and leaderboards to keep customers engaged. Today, users encounter various discount retailer apps that offer services through the app and encourage consumers to return for repeat purchases; a relevant example is Lidl.

Hypothesis 1. Gamification of online stores most influences the consumer in the post-purchase evaluation phase to make a repeat purchase.

In online stores, users behave like consumers reading judgments from other users and as evaluators with their own product reviews (2014). According to (Schuckert et al. 2015), gamification affects online store users through “experienced” users who are highly ranked in the online store. Namely, users who are first-time users of an online store perceive “experienced” users as a source of trusted information.

Hypothesis 2. Consumers trust reviewers who have earned the “top reviewer” badge and, therefore, make a purchase of the product.

According to Formation portal (Formation n.d.), customer online activity on web pages increased by 68 percent, and the use of the share option on social media increased by 22 percent after loyalty programs introduced gamification elements. Many gamification factors are designed to influence individual behaviour, as they addict individuals with points, badges, leaderboards, new challenges for point collection, etc. (Chou n.d.). The study was based on a non-random convenience sample. The sample consisted of Slovenian consumers over 16 years old who have internet access.

Hypothesis 3. Consumers are willing to spend more money if they know that by making a purchase, they will earn points or badges in the online store for a specific benefit.

In designing the study, we decided to use quantitative methodology. Quantitative research is the interpretation of phenomena by collecting numerical data, which we analyse using mathematical (statistical) methods. To obtain data on the impact of gamification on the online shopping of Slovenian consumers, we chose a questionnaire as a measurement instrument. Data were collected using a survey method. The questionnaire consisted of twelve closed-ended questions. The questions related to the stages of purchasing decisions, the influence of reviews, and demographic questions. The survey was designed using the online survey tool 1KA, which is accessible to us through a student account on the website www.1ka.si. The survey was posted on the social media platforms Facebook and Instagram.

The sample of respondents was selected in a non-probabilistic manner using the snowball method. Snowball sampling is often used in exploratory or preliminary research where the goal is to understand the characteristics of a population or phenomenon. It allows researchers to generate hypotheses or identify key themes that can be further explored in subsequent studies.

All Slovenian consumers over 16 years old with internet access were considered relevant for obtaining results. Respondents answered the questionnaire by selecting the answer that best suited them. Using analytical data from the 1KA online tool, we found that 175 individuals opened the survey, of which 130 started to answer the survey. Of the 130 received questionnaires, we found that 118 were valid. Data collection lasted for 15 days in March 2023. The level of agreement was assessed by respondents on a scale from 0 to 10 and with answers Yes or No.

For the analytical processing of data, we used the IBM SPSS Statistics V23.0 program. Demographic data and descriptive statistics were displayed using tables. We then tested the
normality of the distribution of responses on the scales. Based on the established normality of the distribution, we used an appropriate statistical test to verify the hypotheses.

6. Results Interpretation and Discussion

Below, we present the demographic data of the respondents who appropriately completed the survey, followed by descriptive statistics and hypothesis testing.

There were 41 male and 77 female participants, totalling 118 respondents. The average age of the 118 respondents was 35.81 years. The youngest respondent was 16 years old, while the oldest was 65 years old. They came from different regions of Slovenia, and half of them had a university degree.

In descriptive statistics, we focused on presenting data related to our three formulated hypotheses. The first hypothesis concerns the stages of purchasing decisions, while the second hypothesis focuses on consumers’ opinions based on reviewers’ opinions. The final hypothesis relates to the influence of gaming elements on consumers’ spending habits.

We examined the stages of the purchasing process with the following questions (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem recognition</td>
<td>Evaluate to what extent discounts, point accumulation, virtual gifts, etc., motivate you to feel the need for an online purchase.</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information search</td>
<td>Evaluate to what extent an online store that uses elements of “gamification” and intuitiveness attracts you to browse for information regarding online purchases.</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternatives evaluation</td>
<td>Assess to what extent you compare the benefits (discounts on the next purchase, loyalty points, gifts, etc.) of different online stores when purchasing a specific product.</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase decision</td>
<td>Evaluate to what extent elements such as “gamification” of online stores, loyalty programs, opinions from experienced consumers, etc., influence your purchase decision.</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-purchase evaluation</td>
<td>Evaluate to what extent elements such as “gamification” of online stores, loyalty programs, opinions from experienced users, etc., encourage you to make a repeat purchase in the same online store.</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The importance of purchasing decision stages was measured using five questions, all containing a rating scale from 0 to 10 (0 = no, not at all; 10 = yes, very much). On average, respondents rated two stages as the most important. Specifically, they rated the alternatives evaluation stage (M = 5.81) as the most crucial, where they compared the benefits (discount on the next purchase, loyalty points, gifts, etc.) offered by online stores when purchasing a specific product. The post-purchase evaluation stage was rated as the second most influential stage in online shopping, with an average rating of M = 5.47.

For the second hypothesis, we were interested in whether the review of the most highly rated reviewer influences the purchasing decisions of consumers. We asked a question with two answer options: Yes or No, which distinguished those who read reviews before making a purchase from those for whom reviews by others are not important. Of all respondents, 84 answered that they read reviews before engaging in online shopping, while the remaining 34 did not.

We further differentiated among those who read reviews, separating those who seek out the review from the highest-rated reviewer. Out of 84 respondents, 48 indicated that they seek out the review from the highest-rated reviewer. However, 36 respondents stated that they do not seek out the review from the highest-rated reviewer.

In the next step, we aimed to obtain an assessment of the impact of the highest-rated reviewer on the consumer’s purchasing decision. Nineteen respondents rated the impact
with a score of 5, indicating indecision about whether the opinion of the highest-rated reviewer influences their purchasing decision. Nine respondents, however, rated the impact of the highest-rated reviewer with a score of 10 (Table 2).

Table 2. Influence of review on product purchase decision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate the Extent to Which His Review Influences Your Decision to Purchase the Product.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Together</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the third hypothesis, we addressed the question of willingness to spend more money to obtain benefits that bring discounts. We asked respondents whether they would be willing to spend more money in an online store if they knew they would gain certain benefits, such as points and badges that provide discounts on future purchases. Of all the respondents, 66.9% answered that they would not be willing to spend more money, while 33.1% of respondents answered that they would be willing to spend more money on their purchase.

We conducted a test of normality to determine whether the data are normally distributed. We found that the $p$-values for all variables are less than 0.05, indicating statistical significance (Table 3). Statistically significant values indicate that the distributions significantly deviate from normal.

Table 3. Normality test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Variables</th>
<th>Kolmogorov–Smirnov</th>
<th>Shapiro–Wilk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>$df$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem recognition</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information search</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternatives evaluation</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase decision</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-purchase evaluation</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer influence *</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Rate the extent to which his review influences your decision to purchase the product.

Hypothesis Testing

In the continuation of the study, we verified the validity of the hypotheses posed. The hypotheses primarily focused on the influence of “gamification” elements on the purchasing decisions of Slovenian consumers. We examined each of the hypotheses and accordingly explained the results.

Hypothesis 4. Gamification of online stores has the greatest impact on the consumer in the post-purchase evaluation phase to make a repeat purchase.

First, we conducted a test of normality to determine whether the data distribution is normal. We performed the Shapiro–Wilks test and found that the $p$-value is less than 0.05, indicating a non-normal distribution (Table 4). Based on the results of the normality test, we proceeded to select the Friedman statistical test (Table 5).
Table 4. Ranks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranks</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem recognition</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information search</td>
<td>2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternatives evaluation</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase decision</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-purchase evaluation</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Friedman test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>118</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square</td>
<td>40.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Friedman test serves as the nonparametric counterpart of one-way repeated-measures analysis. Using it, we tested whether the responses to individual variables, in our case the stages of purchase decision-making, differ significantly: whether the elements of “gamification” have different effects on the stages of purchase decision-making.

We found that the difference between the responses to the variables is statistically significant. The elements of “gamification” have statistically significant different effects on the stages of purchase decision-making. Subsequently, we used the post hoc test to calculate the difference between individual measured variables, in our case, between the stages of purchase decision-making (Table 6).

Table 6. Post hoc test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information search—Purchase decision</td>
<td>−1.63</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information search—Problem recognition</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information search—Post-purchase evaluation</td>
<td>−3.19</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information search—Alternatives evaluation</td>
<td>−4.63</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase decision—Problem recognition</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase decision—Post-purchase evaluation</td>
<td>−1.56</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase decision—Alternatives evaluation</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem recognition—Post-purchase evaluation</td>
<td>−0.80</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem recognition—Alternatives evaluation</td>
<td>−2.24</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-purchase evaluation—Alternatives evaluation</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has been established that there is a statistically significant difference between the stages of “Information search” and “Post-purchase evaluation”, as well as between the stages of “Information search” and “Alternatives evaluation”, with responses at the “Information search” stage tending significantly lower than at the stages of “Post-purchase evaluation” and “Alternatives evaluation” ($p < 0.05$). There is also a statistically significant difference between the stages of “Purchase decision” and “Alternatives evaluation”, with responses at the “Purchase decision” stage tending statistically higher ($p < 0.05$).

Based on the analysis conducted, we reject Hypothesis 4, as it has not been shown that gamification of online purchases has a significant impact on the consumer in the post-purchase evaluation phase to make a repeat purchase. Huotari and Hamari (2012) highlighted the impact of gamification on customer retention and loyalty, emphasising the prerequisite of engaging customers in gameful experiences beforehand.

The rejected hypothesis can be explained as a result of the current economic crisis and high inflation, which affects consumer habits. Consumers are forced to compare products and different stores much more in order to save money. In favour of this argument is also
the website www.primerjaj-cene.si of the Government of the Republic of Slovenia, which is intended for consumers to compare prices from various providers.

**Hypothesis 5.** Consumers trust reviewers who have earned the “main reviewer” badge, and therefore make a purchase of the product.

In the next hypothesis, we were interested in whether the highest-rated reviewer in an online store influences the consumer’s purchase decision. As with the first hypothesis, we conducted a test of normality. We checked normal distribution using the Shapiro–Wilk test, which calculates whether our distribution statistically significantly differs from normal (Table 7). A large \( p \)-value indicates the data set is normally distributed, and a low \( p \)-value indicates that it is not normally distributed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Variable</th>
<th>Shapiro–Wilk Statistics</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>( p )-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate the extent to which his review influences your decision to purchase the product.</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We found that the \( p \)-value is less than 0.05, indicating that there is no normal distribution. In Table 8 we checked the extent to which the review influences buyer’s purchasing decision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review influence</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test serves as a non-parametric method for statistical hypothesis testing. It is employed to assess the location of a population from a data sample or to compare the locations of two populations utilising two matched samples. Using the Wilcoxon test (Table 9) for a single sample, we examined whether the median deviates from the pre-assumed value, using a hypothetical median of 5 as the central scale value. We found that the responses to the variable significantly deviate from the assumed median of 5 ($p < 0.05$). The values are significantly higher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the analysis of the results, we confirm the hypothesis, as it has been shown that the review of the top-rated reviewer significantly influences the decision to purchase the product. This is in contrast to the findings of Yazdani et al. (2018); their study reveals that lower-ranked reviewers exert a stronger influence on sales compared to top-ranked reviewers. While top-ranked reviewers may act as opinion leaders, their impact is predominantly confined to specific scenarios, such as newly launched products or items with substantial variation in existing reviews. Barnes and Shavitt (2023) explain that the efficacy of such cues might vary among different cultures, which holds significance for marketing strategies.
Hypothesis 6. Consumers are willing to spend more money if they know they will earn points or badges in an online store for a specific benefit.

For the last hypothesis, we aimed to determine whether consumers spend more money if they know they will gain additional benefits in the online store. In testing the hypothesis, we used the chi-square test to test for equal probabilities. A chi-square test is a statistical hypothesis test primarily employed to assess the independence between two categorical variables regarding their influence on the test statistic. We used the test to examine whether differences in responses from our sample could be generalised to the population.

Table 10 shows the distribution of responses or actual and expected frequencies. We found that the majority of participants (67%) are not willing to spend more money if they know they will gain points and badges that offer discounts on future purchases. From the data in Table 11, we can see that the difference between responses is statistically significant ($p < 0.05$). Based on the statistical data, we reject the hypothesis, as it turns out that consumers are not willing to spend more money if they know they will receive points or badges in the online store for a certain benefit. The findings from Hamari’s (2017) study indicate that individuals exposed to gamification were notably more inclined to submit trade proposals, conduct transactions, provide comments on proposals, and engage with the service in a more active manner. Again, we might attribute such differences in results to cultural peculiarities.

Table 10. Money spent based on the benefits provided by the purchase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Are You Willing to Spend More Money in the Online Store If You Know That You Will Gain Certain Benefits, Such as Points and Badges, Which Bring Discounts on Subsequent Purchases?</th>
<th>Actual N</th>
<th>Expected N</th>
<th>Residual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Together</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11. Chi-square test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Are You Willing to Spend More Money in the Online Store If You Know That You Will Gain Certain Benefits, Such as Points and Badges, Which Bring Discounts on Subsequent Purchases?</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Square</td>
<td>13.559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rejected hypothesis can be interpreted as consumers being unaware that they spend more money because online stores are designed to make consumers spend more money than they realise. Chou (n.d.) states that many gamification elements are designed to influence individual behaviour, as they addict individuals with points, badges, leaderboards, new challenges for point accumulation, etc. Many consumers are not even aware of their addiction.

7. Conclusions

The retail revolution began 30 years ago; pioneers like Alibaba, Amazon, and eBay laid the groundwork for a digital commerce transformation marked by technological advancements, particularly in mobile technology, that reshaped the e-commerce landscape and facilitated seamless, on-the-go shopping experiences. The introduction of augmented reality and virtual reality further blurred the lines between physical and digital realms, offering immersive product interactions. Artificial intelligence emerged as a game-changer, leveraging algorithms to analyse user data and personalise online shopping experiences. Artificial intelligence-powered chatbots and virtual assistants improved customer support, contributing to a more tailored shopping journey. Artificial intelligence’s predictive
capabilities empower platforms to anticipate user behaviour and deliver personalised recommendations strategically. Looking ahead, future online shopping trends include artificial intelligence’s continued dominance in enhancing personalisation, the potential of blockchain for transparency and security, and the integration of the Internet of Things (IoT) for a more connected shopping experience. Augmented reality, virtual reality, voice commerce, and cross-border e-commerce are expected to play significant roles in shaping the future of online shopping (Ntumba et al. 2023). Other research findings (Bratina and Fanganel 2024) indicate that influencer endorsements affect both Gen X and Gen Z, with a more pronounced effect observed in the younger generation, which is important information.

In this paper, we focused on the concept of gamification and online shopping. Gamification is not a widely recognised concept in Slovenia. Therefore, we wanted to explore its impact on online shopping among Slovenian consumers. In the theoretical part, we described in detail various concepts related to shopping, online shopping, and gamification, which are closely linked to technology.

We conducted a review of previous related research focusing on online shopping and gamification, as well as the mechanisms gamification uses to make shopping interesting for consumers. For the purposes of the empirical part, we conducted a survey and collected data necessary to test our hypotheses. The study involved 130 respondents, of which 118 surveys were correctly completed and considered in the data analysis. The majority of participants were female, specifically 77 (65.3%), while the remaining 41 (34.7%) participants were male.

We were interested in which phase of the purchasing decision gamification has the greatest impact. After analysing the collected data, we rejected the first hypothesis because we found that gamification does not have the greatest impact on the post-purchase evaluation phase but rather on the alternative evaluation phase. Such an outcome can be explained as a result of the current economic situation and high inflation, where consumers are forced to compare prices daily to save money. Then, with the second hypothesis, we wanted to find out if consumers trust reviewers who are highly rated in online stores. The statistical analysis of the collected data showed that we can confirm the hypothesis. As expected, highly rated reviewers play an important role in purchasing products in online stores. With the last hypothesis, we wanted to determine whether consumers are willing to spend more money on online purchases in exchange for certain benefits. We rejected the hypothesis, but such results can be interpreted as a consequence of consumers’ unawareness of the impact of gamification elements on their actual spending.

Based on the analysis of survey responses, we found that Slovenian consumers are still not aware of the inclusion of gamification in our everyday lives. The findings of the study might have been different if the respondents were more familiar with the concept of gamification and could better understand the questions posed. A recommendation for further research would be conducting interviews instead of surveys, as respondents would find it easier to express their opinions, and if they did not understand certain terms, they could be explained. With the development of information and communication technology, we can expect increasing involvement of gamification in various areas of our activities. In the future, it will be necessary to explore the impact of gamification on consumer behaviour in virtual environments, such as the planned Metaverse, etc. Also, providing a broader context for the current landscape of online shopping and the incorporation of emerging technologies within this realm could be beneficial.

Companies can enhance customer engagement and captivate customers through ethical interactive experiences; boosting customers’ loyalty and retention through challenges, points, and rewards; encouraging social sharing and referrals on social media or referring friends to the brand, broadening the company’s reach and attracting new customers; collecting customer insights; enhancing product trials and demos to encourage customers to explore new products they might not have considered otherwise; driving in-store traffic, etc. Finally, companies should keep the customer in focus when developing gamified experiences that deeply understand and resonate with their audience, adding significant
value; employ emerging technologies thoughtfully; place priority on privacy and security; and continuously measure and improve (Velox Consultants 2024). Management in the retail sector has to prioritise adapting to evolving consumer habits. Marketers need to stay vigilant of their customers’ desires, trends, and demands (Faganel and Dessardo 2024).

It is important to acknowledge the limitations of snowball sampling, such as potential bias in participant selection, lack of generalisability to the broader population, and difficulty in assessing the representativeness of the sample. The distribution of the survey via social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram has the potential to reach a large number of people, but it may introduce self-selection bias, as those who are more active on social media are more likely to participate. Another limitation was the concept of gamification, as it is a relatively new term that was not easy to explain in the Slovenian language due to the more frequently used English-origin words. It also turned out that Slovenian consumers might not be familiar with the concept of gamification, as there is not much Slovenian literature available on this topic.

The rationale behind our choice of quantitative analysis lies in its ability to facilitate the study of significantly larger population groups. This broader perspective would be challenging to attain solely through interviews or case studies involving a small number of individuals. Quantitative data also lends itself effectively to statistical analysis, enabling the identification of patterns in relationships between various variables and the systematic testing of hypotheses. We opted for quantitative methods to gain a comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon’s scope. Future research could address our constraints by choosing a less biased sample, with the application of some advanced statistical methods like ANOVA, for instance, or by using qualitative methods such as interviews, focus groups, netnography, etc., to look deeper into consumers’ behaviour.
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